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It is a light and simple route planner on openstreetmap.org that allows you to plan a route for vehicles, by bikes or foot to a
destination and save it on the browser. After loading and importing the route you can view the information of the route on the

map, add new points (of-course editable), calculate the distance between the points and display the route on a map. After
calculating the route you can navigate to the desired destination by entering the address or selecting a map location. If you like
this app, please leave a star rating, a positive feedback or a mention on Twitter. Features: It is a simple tool but it is very useful
and has some very good features that makes the app more complete. Key features: ✓ Import and export of a route ✓ Distance
calculation for the Route ✓ Display Route in map ✓ Add / Edit Points ✓ Align Points ✓ Various calculations for the route ✓
Add Locations ✓ Send by Email (Only for Android users) ✓ Send by Twitter ✓ View Gps Location ✓ Recalculate Route ✓

Add a route to the favorites ✓ Import a route from your OSM file OpenStreetMap Explorer Requirements: ✓ Android ✓
Internet access ✓ GPS support OpenStreetMap Explorer Usage: Start by downloading the app. Open the app. Click “Add

routes”. Click “Import”. Wait for the route to be imported. Click “View”. Click on the route you want to view. Click “To”. Enter
your location. Click “Map”. Click on the route you want to view. Click “View to” Enter your desired destination. Click “Done”.
If you like this app, please leave a star rating, a positive feedback or a mention on Twitter. AESKEYlogger is a utility that can
let you use your encrypted passwords, like your login info, in the OSM editing environment. AESKEYlogger description: This
application is intended to use AES keys to write the title of an entry to file, OSM edits in list. Notes: This software DOES NOT

store decrypted information, it only encrypts the data that is stored in your editing session. It does
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- Plan routes from your current location to any destination - Find route to several destinations from your current location -
Calculate distances, driving time and gas consumption of several routes from your current location to any destination - Export

routes to GPX format - Calculate routes with your current location or a specific destination - Display routes on Google Maps or
OpenStreetMap Route graphs can be customized to your preference. Features Route calculation and display on Google maps No

need to install Google maps Export routes to GPX file Map compilation Unique algorithms in each tab and options control
Import of GPX files Export to KML Support for long routes Support for multiple addresses Support for a large number of
address ranges Support for transfer pricing Support for approximate calculation Support for calculating routes with current
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location or a specified destination Support for customizing routes graph Support for exporting routes in shapes Support for
calculation of the shortest path Support for storing route Support for calculating route for several candidates Support for
calculating route with several options and hints Support for searching the route, address and address range Support for

displaying the route graph in zooming mode Support for displaying the route graph in both zoomed and unzoomed modes
Support for customized colors Support for view of directions Support for view of the route graph in original and reversed
Support for view of the route graph in the origin and destination form Support for displaying the driving direction and the

preferred route on a route graph Support for customizing the drawing of routes Support for saving the created routes Support
for calculating the routes with the current location, a specified destination or several address ranges Import of KML files

Support for calculating the routes between multiple addresses Support for calculating the routes between two or more addresses
Support for calculating the routes based on different ways Support for calculated routes in between two or more addresses

Support for calculating the routes according to different modes Support for calculating route between multiple addresses by
using the selected direction Support for calculating route between multiple addresses by using selected address ranges Support

for calculating routes between multiple address ranges Support for calculating routes from current location to destination
Support for calculation of routes based on predefined routes Support for calculation of routes based on distance and time
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OpenStreetMap Explorer is an OpenStreetMap client for Windows, OS X, and Linux which makes it possible to visualize and
edit data on the free, editable version of OpenStreetMap. The application is designed for Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, and Mac OS
X. There is also a compatible Linux version available. Important Information: OpenStreetMap Explorer is free software,
developed by volunteers in the community. It is released under a GNU General Public License, Version 2.0 (the "GPL"), or the
GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 (LGPL). As such, it is free to download, free to modify and redistribute under
GPL or LGPL. The authors are not liable for any consequence of its use. Warning: The usage of OpenStreetMap Explorer is
limited to mapping. Map dumps or importing a map database is not supported. OpenStreetMap Explorer features include: *
Show and edit all map data * Display OSM data stored on the user machine * Simple routing * Calculate routes with start and
end coordinates * Search for objects * Select objects * Change style settings and zoom level * Import and export map data *
Customizable map view * Find and display latitude/longitude coordinates * High-resolution satellite maps * Show elevation *
Print map view * Download map image files * Support for custom import paths * GPS layer support * Print your current
position * Full API support * Various tools available Please note: This software is a community project. This application is
released under a GNU license. If you like this application, please consider leaving a donation to the authors. Your donations
help to support further development and testing of the application. Some features are currently only partially supported. The
authors are interested in feedback and if you encounter a problem with one of the features, please do not hesitate to report it to
the issue tracker. Download: Mac OS X: Linux: Windows:

What's New In?

------------------------------- The user can use the built-in database to perform route planning and basic routing. Go to for data
sources. The online map does not support a lot of features that are available on desktop browsers like Zoom-Out, Zoom-In, Map
Panning etc. The Map Viewer of the OSM Explorer is set in static mode. The input format can be set to the WGS-84 reference
system or just the EPSG code (Spatial Reference System). Basic routing means finding the shortest path between two locations.
You can input addresses, places, names, tags, roads, points of interest etc. It is possible to do a "Show route" calculation for
several locations. Additionally, the "Bicycle" mode as well as the "Route Automation" is included. This means, that the program
can automatically find the route between defined way points and surfaces. For bike routes there are also various options and the
distances can be automatically calculated. Attention: ----------- The user can't use wildcards (*) or single characters. Features:
----------- Route planning Searching for a place (address, place,...) Custom route planning with path Definition of additional
parameters (course, duration etc.) Distance calculation (driving, walking, bike...) Show route on map Custom different route
types Definition of a route type Definition of a start and end way point Definition of a start and end surface Definition of a
surface Easy configuration Works offline, online and cached Advanced routing The program creates a database and stores all
data in the OSM database. It is cached in case of network problems and you can define an online database with maximum size.
You can define SQL parameters and insert on the fly to OSM database. Routing on OpenStreetMap Extension of the program to
perform route calculation on OpenStreetMap. Route planning on OSM Definition of waypoints and surfaces Definition of
course Definition of route types Distance calculation on OpenStreetMap Show route on OSM Input for OpenStreetMap Solve
routing problem Bicycle routes Further applications OpenStreetMap Explorer was developed as an easy-to-use and handy
mapping software for OpenStreetMap that renders OSM tiles and does basic routing from a built-in database. Now you can use
the OpenStreetMap Explorer to plan
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System Requirements For OpenStreetMap Explorer:

For the Windows OS: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 64bit / Windows 8.1 64bit / Windows 10 64bit Memory: (RAM) 2 GB
Storage: (HDD) 5 GB Graphics: (GPU) DirectX 11 Processor: (CPU) Intel i5 3570 or AMD equivalent Sound Card: (For
microphone input) DirectX 11 Video Card: (For video output) Windows DirectX 11 Internet: 100 Mbps, 2x2 MIMO Wi-Fi
Internet connection For
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